Please upload all home learning onto Tapestry – due by Monday 12th July 2021

Into

the woods….

Year 2, Summer Term 2021

Music

Hook: Shrek emails us asking for help
Celebration of Learning: An event to share our
Learning.
Concepts: Creativity, Responsibility, Resilience,
Transformation and Choice
Science
- observe and describe how seeds and bulbs
grow into mature plants
-find out and describe how plants need
water, light and a suitable temperature to
grow and stay healthy
-Identify and name a variety of plants and
animals in their habitat, knowing they
depend on each other
-Identify and name different sources of food
Art
-Exploring malleable materials.
-Using tools to create a range of
effects.
-Designing a product following success
criteria.
-Following a design carefully.
- Evaluating and reflecting upon our
own work and skills.
-Weaving with a range of materials.
-Learning some basic applique and
sewing techniques.

-Play a tuned
instrument
musically
-experiment
with, create,
select and
combine sounds
-perform as a
group

English
- Books: Fairy tales, What’s in the witch’s kitchen?, Hansel and Gretel, Wolves,
Walk with a wolf, The Princess and the Pea
- Creating stories, diaries and letters using exciting, descriptive vocabulary,
different sentence types and conjunctions to add detail.
-Building stamina within our writing
-Editing and improving our writing
-Exploring the features of and writing different non fiction texts, including
instructions, reports, recounts and persuasive writing
- Reading and discussing a range of texts to improve our comprehension skills
-Phonics –Learning the rules for adding a range of suffixes e.g. ment, ness, less,
ly, y and learning the spellings of all Year 2 common exception words

Computing
R.E

-Create and save a chart
from data collected
-Explain what kind of
information to use to
investigate a question
-Use keyboards and
present ideas in different
ways
-Use different online tools
to share ideas with others

-To learn about Hindu gods and
The Trimurti.
- To learn how and where Hindus
worship.
- To respond to stories about
Hindu Gods.

P.E.
-To develop our agility, balance and
coordination whilst exploring tag rugby
activities and drills.
- To explore the concept of transformation
through the medium of dance.

R.S.H.E
-To learn how to
develop positive
relationships with
others.
- To learn how to
resolve conflicts.

Maths

-Reading, writing and spelling
word numerals and names
-Partitioning numbers into 10s
and 1s
-Partitioning numbers into
different amounts
-Problem solving using a bar
model
-Telling the time at quarterly
and 5 minute intervals.
-Measuring weight
-Multiplication
-Solve problems and give
reasons for answers

